
What do you know?
Colorado Kids: September 12, 2017

 
1. What would you find at the new Levitt Pavilion Denver? 
y. free music
r.  food vendors
h. grass to sit on
n. all of the above

2. With which statement about “Monsterland” would Jack Vanourek NOT agree?
p. Frankenstein is a character in the book.
u.  Parts of the book are boring.
m. It’s full of adventure.
b. all of the above

3. Which of these statements about JJ Watt is true? 
t.  He’s one of the most popular players on the Denver Broncos.
w.  He raised exactly the amount of money he expected to.
h.  He gave people a chance to do something good for Houston.
o.  All of the above

4. With which of these statements about the third “Secret Coders” book would Sylvia Goodman agree?
b.  It’s silly, but it also teaches kids about coding. 
d. It would be best for teenagers.
g.  It might be too scary for young readers.
f.  all of the above

5. What have researchers said about sneezing and African Wild Dogs?
o. The researcher that noticed it says the wild dogs “vote” about hunting trips by sneezing.
e. Other researchers want to see if  only the wild dogs in Botswana “vote” by sneezing.
d. Researchers wonder if  something else wild dogs do at rallies sometimes makes them sneeze.
t. all of the above

6. Why is Princess Ariadne not afraid of the Minotaur?
a. She has a magic thread that keeps her safe and never leads her into danger.
e. The Minotaur is a man-eater, but she’s a girl.
n. She knows the Minotaur would rather eat a goat than a person.
r. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to reveal this answer:

This Asian country, a democracy with a king, is 
often ranked as one of the happiest nations in 
Asia and perhaps in the world.                                    ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                              4            3              2             5            6             1

What do you think?
There’s a lot of bad news in the world, but JJ Watt says people are basically good. Do you agree with him, 
or do you think people are basically bad? Explain your answer in a short essay.



Proofreading:
There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

Each day, her thred would lead ariadne to a patch of light in the dark tunnels 

where she could tend the flower’s and leaf fresh food and water, while a 

terrified prisoner cleaned up what ever mess the monster had left behind.

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about the Wild African Dogs that sneeze.

1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
For each of these hurricanes, tell what year it happened and where it came ashore . We’ve done the first 
one for you.

 Floyd               1999    North Carolina

 Hazel

 Charley

 Agnes

 Hugo

 Betsy


